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Let XI' X" .. ·······, X" be a sample from an n-variate normal popula
tion with the probability density function:

where R denotes the matrix (rut" which we assume to be symmetric
and positive-definite, and let (P= "LaijXiXj and t="Lbijx;xj be real Hermi
tian forms of Xl' X~'''''', XI!' Then the following theorem holds, as
is known(l), with respect to the independence of rfJ and '!-rYl

Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that the statistics
'it n.

qJ=2: aijxixj and t=2: bijxixj be mutually independent, is that the product
£,)=1 l,[=1

of the matrices A=(aij), Rand B=(br,;) is the. zero-1'1'Zatrix. i. e., ARB=O.
As the known proofs of this theorem seem to me not simple

enough, I shall give my proof in the following linesYJ
Proof. As R is a positiv~-definite and symmetric matrix, there

exist a proper-orthogonal matrix T and a real diagonal matrix P
with non-negative components so that TR T=pz.m Then simple
calculations give for the moment generating function fez) of a

Hermitian form ±CijXiXj the expression !(z)=\E-2zCI-},where E
i~j=l

and C denote the unit matrix and the matrix P'T(ciJ TP res
pectively, which is also symmetric. Therefore the mutual indepen
dence of (fJ and -t is equivalent to the equation:

where Z1> z~ are mutually independent varia1)les, and· A and B repre
sent the matrices P'T'ATP and P'T'BTP respectively. From this
equation it follows at once, that ARB=O is a sufficient condition.
To prove that this condition is also necessity, assume that cp and
y- are mutually independent. Then we see that the equation
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holds identically in :>c and fL. Now, letaj, a v ···"',ar and (:1j'(32'· .. · ..,

(3, be the non-vanishing eigenvalues of A and B-respectively, and let
U be an orthogonal matrix such that U'AU has a diagonal form

ia1 '\

(a
2

0 ,
I '.j
I 00

I :i

I 0 «, 0" f
\ Oi

The left-hand side of (*) can then be rewritten

- fLbf! •••••..••.••........ - p.biJi

1-:>ca2 - p.b12 ••••.•. , . •, ,

. . . . . . . . . : 1- :>cal'- fLb~ .

-fLb:n .......••..••••..

where (btl) denotes the matrix Uf13U. This is a polynomial in :>c,
which has

I
Iac, .... a,_ I
! .. ",.

-p..b'ii'I'+1 I-p..M;';,

as the coefficient of fl.", and this must be equal to a1......a,.IE-p..BI
, (identically in p..), as can be immediately seen from (*). This fact
implies that the non-vanishing eigenvalues '~:of the matrix
_ I b,~jr+l"" ..b;'+ln )
B1= (:::::::::::: are (3:, (32' ......(3,. Consequently,

\ bnf+ 1 b~"fn

there exists such an orthogonal matrix .vI of degree n--r that

- !~ \ -
ViB,V, has a diagonal form f 13""13, 0 0 )1' for the matrix U'BU~

\ 0 <-,
'\ 0,
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respectively.

(bit) is also symmetric. Set V =( ff"~l), where E r denots the unit

matrix of degree r, and put W~UV. Then W is an orthogonal
matrix and W'AWand W'BW have the form

I b* b*
.. • 1~ : : : : : .nl

and f ::: ~I:.. ,. .
I .... 0
! f3J
\ 0

\
b* 0.,
~ 0

r

Now, with regards to the norm of 13, i. e., tr(iJ'B), we have

where "L' represents the summation running on such (ij) that at
least one of i and j is equal or smaller than r, for the norm is
invariant under the unitary transformation. Therefore, we must
have

bfi=······ =btl=b!i= =b::' 1•1= =b,"':+l.,·= ·.. ·~·=b,'t=O,

r
,.....--...

o

that is,

(
W'Bw=1

~
Hence

fVAsw= WAWWiBfV=

o

o 0
131,

'f3J
o

\
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consequently
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and finally we have

ARB=O.

Corollary. A necessary and sufficient condition that the statistics
n . \ ,~ n n

L; aijxi''(j and L; aixi, or L; aiXi and L; b,x, be mutually independent, is
i,J=l i=l l=l i=l

(

al
) , / bl

)respectively, ,AR ~2 =0 or (ai, a" ...... , an) R l~2 =0.
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1) A.T. Craig. Note on 'the inde'pehdence of certain quadratic
forms., AnilalsofMathematical Statistics.' Vol. 14.1943.
proof at this stage.

R. Rotelling. Note on a matric theorem of A. T. Craig.
Annals of Mathematical Statistics, Vol. 15 (1944).

2) I had this result in 1943, independently of A. T. Craig
when H. Sakamoto asked me about the independence of quadratic
forms, and informed it to him. He and some other colleagues of
mine have searched for other proofs of this theorem (esp. M. Suga
wara and S. Nabeya have found new proofs) or applied it to various
problems. On seeing these recent investigations and those of some
,others, it seems to me of some use to publish my proof at this
stage.

3) In this note we' denote the transposed matrix of a matrix
T, as usual, by T '.




